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ABSTRACT
Homologous series are layered phases that can have a range of stoichiometries depending on an index n. Examples of perovskite-related
homologous series include (ABO3)nAO Ruddlesden–Popper phases and (Bi2O2) (An−1BnO3n+1) Aurivillius phases. It is challenging to pre-
cisely control n because other members of the homologous series have similar stoichiometry and a phase with the desired n is degenerate in
energy with syntactic intergrowths among similar n values; this challenge is amplified as n increases. To improve the ability to synthesize a
targeted phase with precise control of the atomic layering, we apply the x-ray diffraction (XRD) approach developed for superlattices of III–V
semiconductors to measure minute deviations from the ideal structure so that they can be quantitatively eradicated in subsequent films. We
demonstrate the precision of this approach by improving the growth of known Ruddlesden–Popper phases and ultimately, by synthesizing
an unprecedented n = 20 Ruddlesden–Popper phase, (ATiO3)20AO where the A-site occupancy is Ba0.6Sr0.4. We demonstrate the generality
of this method by applying it to Aurivillius phases and the Bi2Sr2Can–1CunO2n+4 series of high-temperature superconducting phases.

© 2021 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0036087

I. INTRODUCTION

The growth of high quality superlattices and homologous series
requires precise calibration. This is true for compound semiconduc-
tors1 as well as complex oxides.2 When grown by molecular-beam
epitaxy (MBE), an ion gauge (beam flux monitor)3 or quartz-crystal
microbalance4,5 can be used to get a rough measure of source fluxes,
and this approximation can be improved upon by observing reflec-
tion high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) oscillations during

codeposition6 or shuttered deposition7–9 on a calibration sample.
Unfortunately, these methods are often insufficient to consistently
grow oxide superlattices and homologous series with sharp inter-
faces because they require not only fluxes in the right stoichiomet-
ric ratio but also the delivery of precise doses of these stoichio-
metric fluxes to build up the desired superlattice layering. These
structures, though difficult to synthesize, are an expanding area
of research.10,11 Superlattices have long been used to realize 1D
quantum wells that have proven useful engineering tools.12 More
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recently, superlattices have been found to harbor novel interfacial
phenomena13–17 and stabilize phases and strain states that would
be impossible in bulk.18–20 Interfaces in homologous series are even
more complex because while atomic potentials change abruptly
at superlattice interfaces, the bonding environment is completely
changed at interfaces in homologous series. Ruddlesden–Popper
phases, (ABO3)nAO,21–23 are a homologous series that has been par-
ticularly fruitful, revealing high temperature and unconventional
superconductivity,24–26 colossal-magnetoresistance,27 and record-
breaking tunable dielectrics.28,29

The synthesis of homologous series by bulk methods is lim-
ited to those for which differences in formation energy between
members of the homologous series can be used to drive the for-
mation of phase-pure samples; these energy differences become
smaller as n increases.30–37 The Ruddlesden–Popper phases that can
be produced by bulk methods are limited to low values of n (typ-
ically n = 1, 2, 3) and ∞, where n = ∞ corresponds to the per-
ovskite end member. n = 3 is the highest value of n (other than
n = ∞) that has been achieved in bulk synthesis of single-phase
samples of (SrTiO3)nSrO,38 (SrRuO3)nSrO,39 (CaTiO3)nCaO,40 and
(LaNiO3)nLaO.41 Indeed, transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
images of attempts to make (SrTiO3)nSrO phases with n > 3 show
disordered syntactic intergrowths where n ranges from 2 to 8,30 as
would be expected for the bulk preparation of essentially energeti-
cally degenerate phases. The highest value of n achieved in the bulk
synthesis of any oxide Ruddlesden–Popper to date is n = 4.42 Inter-
estingly, in sulfides, this limit is n = 543 and in halide perovskites is n
= 7.44 The preparation of high nRuddlesden–Poppermembers of the
halide perovskites has enabled both the electronic properties to be
tuned and high efficiency solar cells with improved environmental
stability to be achieved.45

Accessing Ruddlesden–Popper phases with intermediate n, i.e.,
4 < n < ∞ in oxide systems or other homologous series, is possi-
ble using thin-film methods by exploiting kinetics. Specifically, the
order in which precise doses of the species contained in each mono-
layer are supplied to the substrate can build up a targeted member of
a homologous series. As for bulk synthesis, high n films are more
challenging, but thin films as high as n = 10 have been demon-
strated.46 There are subtleties involved in the order in which the
monolayer doses should be supplied,47,48 but accurate control of the
monolayer doses is a prerequisite for forming these otherwise inac-
cessible phases. Improving the accuracy of this control is the subject
of this study.

X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis of superlattices has been
developed in the III–V semiconductor community to measure the
periodicity of MBE-grown quantum wells.49 Studies found that
(001)-oriented superlattices of isostructural zinc blende III–V semi-
conductors exhibit “zero-order peaks.”49 These peaks are analogous
to the 002ℓ peaks that the pure endmembers involved in the superlat-
tice would exhibit, where ℓ is an integer, except that in the superlat-
tice they appear at the weighted average spacing of the constituents.
For example, a commensurate superlattice containing a total of 50
GaAs layers and 150 AlAs layers will have its 004 zero-order peak at
a d-spacing of 1

4( 50aGaAs+150aAlAs200 ), where aGaAs and aAlAs are the out-
of-plane lattice spacings of commensurate GaAs and commensurate
AlAs films grown on the same substrate as the GaAs/AlAs superlat-
tice. In addition, each zero-order peak has nearby satellite peaks, the
spacing between which indicates the out-of-plane periodicity of the

structure.49 With this information, the average number of unit cells
per supercell can be deduced, and for imperfect superlattices, this
number is not an integer.

In this Letter, we first explain the utility of ex situ XRD to grow
precise superlattices of isostructural constituents and then expand
upon the technique to precisely calibrate the thin film growth
of Ruddlesden–Poppers and other perovskite-related homologous
series in which the grower has continuous control over the period-
icity. This control is most readily achieved by adjusting deposition
times, but it has also been demonstrated by pulsed-laser deposition
(PLD) from a single target.50

II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Isostructural superlattices

Superlattice XRD techniques are commonly applied to super-
lattices involving the combination of two isostructural materials,
e.g., the (001)-oriented superlattice of two perovskite structures,
SrTiO3 and SrRuO3, shown in Fig. 1(a).51 When analyzing a super-
lattice with an XRD θ-2θ scan, one approach is to analyze the super-
lattice like a crystal with an atypically large lattice parameter in the
growth direction, resulting in a short reciprocal lattice vector. This
convention, denoted by vertical lines in Fig. 1(c), is sufficient to
understand diffraction in well-ordered films like the blue spectrum.
Such a superlattice with a well-defined unit cell [Fig. 1(a)] is, how-
ever, challenging to grow because it is not usually an equilibrium
phase and errors in flux calibration result in an imperfect superlat-
tice rather than the formation of an additional phase(s). This is true
even if the stoichiometry of the film is perfect; Fig. 1(b) has perfect
stoichiometry and yet, it is imperfect. The RuO2 layers are on aver-
age 10% closer together than in Fig. 1(a), and each layer is populated
by 10% less RuO2, resulting in identical stoichiometry.

The red spectrum of Fig. 1(c) corresponds to such an imperfect
superlattice for which a unit cell cannot be easily defined requiring
a more flexible convention. In this convention, zero-order peaks,
labeled “0,” indicate the average lattice parameter of the superlat-
tice constituents. These are typically the most intense peaks, and
their location is insensitive to the superlattice periodicity. Compar-
ing to the unit cell convention (black vertical lines), zero-order peaks
correspond to multiples of the 006 reflection in (SrTiO3)5SrRuO3
because this structure ideally has six perovskite unit cells per super-
cell (the transmitted beam, 000, is also a zero-order peak). Other
peaks called satellite peaks are Fourier components necessary to
describe the electron density of the superlattice, which resembles
a square wave.49 These satellites are labeled by their position rel-
ative to their zero-order peak as in the red spectrum of Fig. 1(c).
Their spacing is sensitive to the average periodicity of the structure,
which is not necessarily an integer number of perovskite unit cells
[Fig. 1(b)].

We see that in the spectrum of the imperfect superlattice (red),
the superlattice peaks of each zero-order peak (the peaks labeled
+1, +2, +3 or −1, −2, −3) are spaced farther apart than the ideal
structure, meaning that the periodicity is less than ideal. This is
most obvious near the +3 satellite of 000 and the −3 satellite of 006
because these peaks ideally occupy the same position (the 003 peak
of the ideal unit cell), but shift in opposite directions, resulting in
a split peak. The spacing between two satellites of the same zero-
order peak can be used to compute the average periodicity, Λ, of
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FIG. 1. (a) Structure of (SrTiO3)5SrRuO3 superlattices with ideal and (b) less than ideal periodicity, c = 0.9 (equivalent stoichiometry). (c) θ–2θ XRD scans of 47 nm thick
(SrTiO3)5SrRuO3 superlattices grown on SrTiO3 (001) substrates with ideal (blue) and less than ideal (red) periodicity.52 (d) A plot of the periodicity predicted by each peak
in the red spectrum of (c) vs 2θ at which the peak is observed. Periodicity is calculated for each peak using Eq. (3) and the correction factor that best describes the data,
c = 0.9774. Reliable and unreliable peaks are indicated by green diamonds and red x’s respectively.

the superlattice with Eq. (1), where Li corresponds to the satellite
index of peak i (labels on the red spectrum), θi is the location of peak
i, and λ is the x-ray wavelength,49

Λ = (Li − Lj)λ
2[sin(θi) − sin(θj)] . (1)

For example, plugging the locations of the Li = −2 and Lj = −1
satellite peaks of the 006 zero-order peak into Eq. (1) gives a peri-
odicity of 23.00 Å. To determine the ideal periodicity from the spec-
trum of an imperfect film, we use Bragg’s law on the 006 zero-order
peak because it is insensitive to superlattice periodicity. For calibra-
tion, it is convenient to compare the actual and ideal periodicity
through a unitless correction factor, c, defined in Eq. (2), where d00ℓ0
is the Bragg spacing of the 00ℓ0 zero-order peak,

c = Λ
IdealΛ

= Λ
ℓ0d00ℓ0

. (2)

For a perfect structure, c = 1. After measuring the XRD spec-
trum of an imperfect film (c ≠ 1), the deposition times used to
grow the imperfect film can be divided by this correction factor

to grow a film with the desired periodicity. This calibration to
achieve the desired superlattice periodicity does not change the
stoichiometry of the film (i.e., the ratios between the constituent
atoms), only the periodicity. There are many existing in situ meth-
ods to optimize stoichiometry—ion gauge,3 quartz crystal microbal-
ance,4,5 mass spectrometer,53 cold cathode emission spectroscopy,54
atomic absorption spectroscopy,55–62 and RHEED.7–9 Stoichiome-
try can also be optimized by ex situ measurements of composition
by measuring the thickness of calibration films of the constituents.
Nonetheless, these methods are less sensitive to periodicity than ex
situ XRD. The technique described here is not intended to help
optimize stoichiometry; rather it is intended to be used in con-
junction with other methods that enable high control over film
stoichiometry.

Using Eqs. (1) and (2) on the red spectrum in Fig. 1(c), we
obtain c = 0.980. This indicates the film is only 2% of the ideal peri-
odicity. Even this minute imperfection is clear by visual inspection
of the spectrum showing the sensitivity of the technique. In prac-
tice, applying this method can have complications, one of the most
common being the influence of the substrate skewing the apparent
location of the zero-order peak.
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To circumvent this issue, it is helpful to rearrange Eqs. (1) and
(2) such that they do not require precise determination of the zero-
order peak’s location. The periodicity of a superlattice with a known
correction factor, c, can be calculated from a single satellite peak by
combining Eqs. (1) and (2). The result of this algebra (shown inmore
detail in the supplementary material) is Eq. (3), where peak i is a
satellite of 00ℓ0, and c is a known (or assumed) value,

Λi = (Li + ℓ0c)λ2 sin(θi) . (3)

In Eq. (3), the value of c that best describes the film should yield
the same periodicity for all superlattice peaks not skewed by the
substrate or other factors. Searching for the c value that yields the
most consistent Λi across all reliable superlattice peaks enables us to
determine a more accurate correction factor for each film. Applying
this self-consistent approach to the red spectrum in Fig. 1(c) yields a
value of c = 0.9774 ± 0.0004, compared to c = 0.980 computed with
Eqs. (1) and (2).

In Fig. 1(d), the result of Eq. (3) is plotted for each satellite peak
using the optimized correction factor c = 0.9774. This figure high-
lights the different reasons peaks may be justifiably omitted from
the analysis. We find that low-angle (2θ ≲ 10○) satellite peaks, hard-
to-deconvolute split peaks, and peaks that overlap with the substrate
are often inconsistent with the rest of the data,63 all of which are
observed in this spectrum. The power of Eq. (3) is primarily that
it enables these unreliable peaks to be identified and excluded. In
addition, it allows a statistical analysis of the uncertainty of the peri-
odicity measurement. While more informative, at least three, ideally
more, superlattice peaks are required for this method to be advan-
tageous. Using only two peaks is equivalent to drawing a line of
best fit through two points, and provides no more information than
Eqs. (1) and (2). Using three peaks is slightly better but still makes
objective omission of unreliable peaks difficult, which is the primary
advantage of the method.

A simple program is included in the supplementary material
that determines the c value with error bars that best describe a film
for user-defined satellite locations about a single zero-order peak.
This code plots the data similarly to Fig. 1(d) to help the user iden-
tify and explain which superlattice peaks are inconsistent so that they
can be omitted from the analysis. Having developed the tools to ana-
lyze the XRDpattern of a relatively simple oxide superlattice, we now
move on to the more challenging analysis of Ruddlesden–Popper
phases.

B. Ruddlesden–Popper series
In contrast to superlattices of isostructural constituents, (001)-

oriented Ruddlesden–Popper films, (ABO3)nAO, consist of n per-
ovskite unit cells and one half of a rock salt unit cell (one monolayer
of rock salt) as seen in Fig. 2(a). Because a monolayer of rock salt
(2.57 Å thick for SrO) and a half of a perovskite unit cell (1.95 Å thick
for SrTiO3) have comparable dimensions and Ruddlesden–Popper
structures contain two formula units per unit cell, they have a
zero-order peak at 004n+2 corresponding to the average mono-
layer spacing, which is insensitive to periodicity. Although superlat-
tice analysis can be performed on any Ruddlesden–Popper film, the
n = 1 Ruddlesden–Popper Sr2TiO4 is attractive for calibration
because satellite peaks are easily visible even for highly imperfect

films less than 30 nm thick. Figure 2(b) shows typical XRD spectra of
Sr2TiO4 grown by alternately shuttering ∼2 monolayers of SrO and
∼1 monolayer of TiO2 after optimizing stoichiometry within ∼1%
(see the supplementary material). The θ–2θ XRD scans resemble the
superlattice XRD in Fig. 1(c) where—coincidentally—000 and 006
are again the zero-order peaks.

Near the ideal 002 peak, we consistently see the +2 satellite of
000, and in some cases, the −4 satellite of 006 is also observable.
These peaks occupy the same position in a perfect structure, but
they shift in opposite directions with deviations from ideal shutter
time akin to the splitting seen for the 003 peak of (SrTiO3)5SrRuO3
in Fig. 1(c). Similarly, the 004 peak splits into the −2 satellite of 006
and the sometimes observable +4 satellite of 000.

The defects enabling a Ruddlesden–Popper of noninteger peri-
odicity are not as clear as those of the isostructural (SrTiO3)5SrRuO3
superlattice [Fig. 1(b)] in which imprecise shuttering could be
accommodated with substitutional defects. The most obvious defect
structure would be periodic intergrowths of different members of
the Ruddlesden–Popper series, but this implies deviations in sto-
ichiometry, which is not the subject of this study, and fails to
explain films with c-axis periodicity shorter than the n = 1 structure.
Another defect structure that has been observed previously in n = 1
Ruddlesden–Popper films64 is the out-of-phase boundaries depicted
in Fig. 2(a). Two types of boundaries are shown corresponding to
shutter times that are either too long or too short, where the phase
above the boundary is shifted by [ 12 , 12 , 16 ] or [ 12 , 12 ,− 1

6 ] of an n = 1
unit cell, respectively. These predicted defects are supported by
structure factor calculations along the growth direction, which are
consistent with experimental observation [Figs. 2(b) and 2(c)].

Independent of the precise defect structure, the trend can be
leveraged to compute the absolute fluxes of Ruddlesden–Popper
constituents after stoichiometry has been optimized, analogous to
isostructural superlattices. While Eq. (3) may have been used to find
the optimum correction factor for each film, the primary advan-
tage of Eq. (3) is to omit unreliable peaks, and the presence of
only 3 consistently visible peaks makes unbiased omission impos-
sible. Therefore, the actual periodicity was computed by inserting
000 and its +2 satellite as well as 006 and its −2 satellite into Eq. (1)
49 and averaging the two. This periodicity and the ideal periodic-
ity, 6d006, determined from the zero-order peak were used to com-
pute a correction factor, c [Eq. (2)], and the shutter times used
in the growth of the imperfect film were divided by c to improve
the film synthesis recipe. As for isostructural superlattices, this
adjustment does not change the stoichiometry of the film, only the
periodicity.

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show that the shift in the peak position
of the 002 and 004 peaks (i.e., the +2 satellite of 000 and the −2
satellite of 006, respectively) are generally consistent with expec-
tation in the growth of over 100 samples; a dot on the red line
implies that the two pairs of peaks measure identical periodicity. In
this figure, the satellite peak Bragg spacings are both normalized by
d006 because they are proportional to the average monolayer spac-
ing, whichmay vary with slight off-stoichiometry or substrate choice
because the films are commensurately strained. Notice that there is a
deviation from the red line in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b); this arises because
the only satellite peaks available are often split and hard to deconvo-
lute. Unfortunately, there are not enough reliable peaks to permit the
omission of the unreliable ones. Even given this drawback, it is clear
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FIG. 2. (a) Possible defect structures for Sr2TiO4 films grown with imprecise shuttering. (b) Experimental θ–2θ XRD scans of Sr2TiO4 films grown with imprecise shuttering.
The asterisk “∗” denotes the 001 peak of the SrTiO3 substrate. (c) Computed structure factors for defect structures in (a) normalized to the 006 peak.

from the strong correlation seen in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) that valuable
information can be gleaned from the imperfect data.

The calibration method is validated by the growth of a
(SrTiO3)10SrO sample. This sample was grown immediately after
analyzing the XRD of a Sr2TiO4 film to precisely determine the
appropriate shutter times. The XRD of the resulting film is shown
in Fig. 3(c). Clearly resolved satellite peaks consistent with an
n = 10 phase are evident. The same film was also investigated by low-
angle annular dark field scanning transmission electron microscopy
(LAADF-STEM), and the result is shown in Fig. 3(d). In addition to
the expected horizontally oriented double AO Ruddlesden–Popper
faults, vertically oriented double AO layers are also seen. The unin-
tended vertical faults revealed STEM are present in almost all
Ruddlesden–Popper films with n > 2.28,29,46,48,65–70 They are also
present in the growth of bulk Ruddlesden–Popper phases with
n > 1.71–75 They can conceivably be caused by a multitude of fac-
tors (e.g., imperfect film stoichiometry, imperfect substrate surface
stoichiometry, substrate terraces, and kinetic limitations) in addi-
tion to imperfect periodicity, and they are increasingly difficult
to eradicate as n increases, which is why there are no reports of
Ruddlesden–Poppers with n > 10.46

Rather than growing a calibration sample before attempting
to grow a challenging structure, this technique can be used to

correct the periodicity directly for the Ruddlesden–Popper of inter-
est, enabling the grower to iteratively correct the structure. This
is most practical for low n Ruddlesden–Poppers, in which satel-
lite peaks are visible with large errors in shutter time (up to
at least 15%) and short growths (∼20 nm). Figure 4(a) shows
the XRD patterns of (SrSnO3)2SrO films grown sequentially,
where the shutter times were iteratively improved between films.
Here, the use of Eq. (3) is appropriate because there are enough
visible peaks to identify outliers, which in this case included the
low-angle +2 satellite of the 000 peak and the satellites mak-
ing up the split 004 peak. Using our calibration technique, the
error in periodicity is reduced by about an order of magni-
tude from sample 1 to sample 2 and essentially disappears in
sample 3, which was subsequently characterized with high-angle
annular dark field scanning transmission electron microscopy
(HAADF-STEM) confirming the impeccable structural quality
[Fig. 4(b)].

In addition to improving the quality and consistency
with which previously demonstrated Ruddlesden–Poppers can be
grown, we apply the superlattice methodology to grow a new
Ruddlesden–Popper: (ATiO3)20AO where the A-site occupancy is
60%Ba:40%Sr. An n = 20 structure is hard to grow because its
periodicity and stoichiometry are both very similar to adjacent
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FIG. 3. Plots of the (a) 002 and (b) 004 Bragg spacing normalized by the 006 spacing vs correction factor from XRD data from the growth of over 100 Sr2TiO4 films
(typically 25 nm thick). Black dots are experimental Bragg spacing plotted against the average correction factor computed from both sets of peaks and red lines indicate the
anticipated trend from combining Eqs. (1) and (2). (c) θ–2θ XRD scan of a 300 nm thick (SrTiO3)10SrO film grown on SrTiO3. The asterisk “∗” denotes the peaks from the
SrTiO3 substrate. (d) LAADF-STEM of the same (SrTiO3)10SrO film.

series members. The highest n Ruddlesden–Popper oxide phase
that has ever been prepared in bulk has n = 4.42 The highest
n that has ever been reported in a thin film is (SrTiO3)10SrO
with n = 10.46 Furthermore, a (BaTiO3)nBaO Ruddlesden–Popper

phase has never been synthesized, only disordered RP faults,76 due
to the competing phase barium orthotitanate (Ba2TiO4), which
is not a Ruddlesden–Popper.77,78 This competing phase makes
incorporation of barium into the Ruddlesden–Popper structure

FIG. 4. (a) θ–2θ XRD scans of three consecutive (SrSnO3)2SrO films grow on GdScO3 (110) and iteratively improved. The asterisk “∗” denotes the peaks from the substrate.
(b) HAADF-STEM of sample 3, (a) (SrSnO3)2SrO film within 0.1% of ideal periodicity.
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challenging, despite interest for new ferroelectrics and low-loss
tunable dielectrics.29

To accomplish a highly ordered (ATiO3)20AO structure, 55 nm
thick films of the n = 20 structure were grown, iteratively; n = 1
calibration films with this A-site stoichiometry were not attempted
because Ba2TiO4 is more likely to precipitate in low n films. The
first attempt, shown in red in Fig. 5(a), had a shutter time ∼2%
too short, determined by optimizing Eq. (3) and omitting the 0082
zero-order peak, which was skewed by the substrate. Judging from
in situ RHEED and the low intensity of satellites, the film was also
∼1% A-site deficient. While stoichiometric optimization was critical
for this synthesis, it is unrelated to the XRD calibration technique
that is the subject of this paper, so further details are located in the
supplementary material. In the second film (blue), the shutter times
were increased asymmetrically (i.e., A-site times were increased by
2.5% and the Ti time was increased by 1.5%) to resolve stoichiome-
try while approaching the ideal periodicity. With both stoichiometry
and periodicity near optimal in sample 2 of Fig. 5(a), we finally syn-
thesized a 125 nm thick (ATiO3)20AO (A = Sr.0.4Ba0.6) filmwith peri-
odicity accurate to better than 0.5% [green spectrum in Figs. 5(a) and
5(b)] as determined by use of Eq. (3) on the XRD spectrum (again
omitting the 0082 zero-order peak). The precision of the synthe-
sis is further reinforced by strain mapping a medium-angle annular
dark field (MAADF)-STEM image of this film [Figs. 5(c) and 5(d)].
Mapping the strain along the z-axis can be used to identify the loca-
tion of horizontal Ruddlesden–Popper faults because the vertical
spacing between two AO layers is greater than that between an AO
layer and a TiO2 layer (more details are available in the supplemen-
tary material). Statistical analysis of the strain map shows that the
n = 20 Ruddlesden–Popper is the dominant phase and nearby n

phases (n = 19, 21) or phases with around double or triple the period-
icity (n = 41, 61) are also observed as expected for higher nmembers
of the homologous series that are well lattice-matched to the n = 20
matrix of the sample.67 While the growth of this complex and inter-
esting structure is an impressive feat on its own, our methodology
enables the synthesis of such films consistently, facilitating efficient
investigation of dielectric and ferroelectric properties of these new
(ATiO3)nAO compounds.

In summary, after the relative flux of constituent elements
has been determined, it is possible to calibrate the absolute flux
of those elements by performing this XRD analysis on any mem-
ber of the Ruddlesden–Popper series. Calibrating with low n
Ruddlesden–Popper films has the advantage that these films are eas-
ier to synthesize, but calibrating with low n members, particularly
n = 1, has the disadvantage that there are fewer peaks to analyze
preventing the omission of unreliable peaks with Eq. (3). Even with
this drawback, in our experience, the inaccuracy rarely exceeds 1%,
which is a significant improvement in accuracy of other calibration
techniques, enabling synthesis of the n = 10 Ruddlesden–Popper in
Figs. 3(c) and 3(d). We have also demonstrated that it is possible to
use this method directly on the high n Ruddlesden–Popper of inter-
est, but as n increases the differences in periodicity, stoichiometry,
and formation energy between adjacent members decreases. As a
result, even small errors can result in no visible satellites preventing
the use of the proposed XRD calibration method.

III. OTHER HOMOLOGOUS SERIES
In addition to superlattices and Ruddlesden–Popper thin

films, we find evidence that the same concept can be used for

FIG. 5. (a) θ–2θ XRD scans of three consecutive (ATiO3)20AO films grown on TbScO3 (110). (b) θ–2θ XRD scan of optimized (ATiO3)20AO film. (c) MAADF-STEM
of optimized (ATiO3)20AO film with strain map overlay to highlight Ruddlesden–Popper faults. The local transparency of the overlaid strain map is proportional to the
strain amplitude such that large strain amplitudes are more opaque and small amplitudes are more transparent. (d) Bar graph showing the prevalence of different
Ruddlesden–Popper phases in (c) (n not shown had zero occurrences).
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FIG. 6. (a) Structure of Bi-2212. (b) θ–2θ XRD scans of Bi-2212 thin films grown on SrTiO3 with different errors in shutter time. The asterisk “∗” denotes the peaks from the
substrate. (c) Structure of an n = 8 Aurivillius phase, Sr5Bi4Ti8O27. (d) θ–2θ XRD scan of two Aurivillius films grown by single-target pulsed-laser deposition on NdGaO3
(110).

other homologous series grown by shuttering such as the
Bi2Sr2Can–1CunO2n+4 (BSCCO) series of high-temperature
superconducting phases.79 As can be seen in Fig. 6(b), the red
XRD spectrum cannot be explained as single phase n = 2 (Bi-2212)
[Fig. 6(a)] nor as a random mixture of two BSSCO phases. While
we have not attempted to use the XRD calibration technique
demonstrated for superlattices and Ruddlesden–Poppers to correct
BSCCO films, we conclude from the appearance of zero-order
and satellite peaks in these shuttered films that such calibration
is likely possible. The imprecise shuttering of the constituent
elements may create out-of-phase boundaries (as posited for
Ruddlesden–Popper films) or periodic intergrowths of the n = 1
phase, Bi-2201, since the stoichiometry of this complex phase is
harder to control. In n ≈ 2 films, the 0010 appears least sensitive
to shutter time, meaning this peak is best used as the zero-order
peak. We believe it is least sensitive because the n = 1 and n = 3
spectra have 008 and 0012 peaks, respectively, at nearly the same
2θ.80 For these spectra, correction factors were computed using
Eqs. (1) and (2) on the 0010 zero-order peak and its +2 satellite
because there are not enough peaks to enable the identification
of outliers with Eq. (3), but these peaks are the most likely to be
reliable.

We also analyze the XRD data of n ≈ 8 Aurivillius films,81–85
Sr5Bi4Ti8O27, grown by single-target PLD [Figs. 6(c) and 6(d)].
Aurivillius phases, with the general formula (Bi2O2) (An−1BnO3n+1),
consist of n perovskite unit cells (each 3.905 Å thick for SrTiO3)
separated by Bi2O2

2− layers (4.47 Å thick for SrBi4Ti4O15). Sim-
ilar to Ruddlesden–Poppers, there are still two formula units per
Sr5Bi4Ti8O27 unit cell, but the Bi2O2

2− layers have a comparable
thickness to an entire perovskite unit cell—not just a half of the
perovskite unit cell as was the case for rock salt layers. The result-
ing zero-order peaks are at multiples of the 002n + 2 reflection, or
the 0018, 0036, and 0054 peaks in the n = 8 structure. Here, there
are plenty of peaks to enable the use of Eq. (3) on the θ–2θ XRD
scans in Fig. 6(d), allowing us to determine that the 0018 zero-order
peak is skewed by the substrate, justifying its omission from the

analysis. We find that the periodicity of Aurivillius films can vary
continuously, again suggesting that this ex situ XRD calibration may
be useful. Since this structure was grown with a single target, cor-
rection is not as straightforward as shutter-controlled MBE, but it
has been demonstrated that the periodicity of Ruddlesden–Popper
or Aurivillius-phase films can be controlled with single-target
PLD by changing the growth rate,50 or film deposition tempera-
ture (where the volatility of a component can be used to change
the film composition),86–89 suggesting that calibration is possible,
albeit challenging.

IV. CONCLUSION
We have expanded the methodology for analyzing the θ–2θ

XRD patterns of superlattices to enable precise synthesis of homol-
ogous series in addition to isostructural superlattices. This calibra-
tion strategy has been validated by the synthesis of highly ordered
Ruddlesden–Popper films, including an unprecedented n = 20 struc-
ture, and we provide substantial evidence that the same strategy can
be leveraged for other homologous series. By improving the pre-
cision and consistency with which targeted complex structures are
synthesized with atomic-layer precision, we anticipate that the phys-
ical properties of previously unattainable structures may begin to be
explored.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See the supplementary material for more details on synthe-
sis and characterization. Synthetic description of substrate prepa-
ration, stoichiometry optimization, and other growth details are
included. In addition, there is further discussion on the analysis of
superlattice XRD particularly the implementation of Nelson–Riley
analysis90 and the appearance of additional zero-order peaks (e.g.,
at 002n + 1) in some Ruddlesden–Popper films with n > 4. Fur-
ther details regarding strain mapping of STEM images are also
included.
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